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Once again the focus is on UK trusts and particularly
smaller companies.

This report casts an eye over the trusts that make up the 10-stock portfolio selected by my
value and momentum ranked investment trust screen. These stocks fit with specific rules
(below) that ensure a degree of diversity in the selection of trusts but still give scope for distinct
investment themes to emerge. And while this screen, like almost all screens run by the Investors
Chronicle, is considered a source of ideas for further research rather than an off-the-shelf
portfolio, the back test of the 10-trust rules over the last 17 years suggest they do considerably
enhance the performance.

Highlights this month:

● All seven previous Alpha IT Reports are showing good outperformance
against the MSCI World index and FTSE All Share

● The strategy’s long-term record since mid-2004 now boasts a near 10-fold
return.

● The UK is a central theme once again with five of the 10 trusts (the
maximum allowable by the Alpha portfolio rules) focusing on the home
market.

Analyst:

Algy Hall
algy.hall@ft.com
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Lucky Seven!

Since launching the Alpha Investment Trust report in July last year, all seven
10-trust portfolios have outperformed both the MSCI World index and FTSE All
Share by a good margin. Full details of how the individual trusts performed can
be found at the end of the report but the headline summary is as follows:

20-Jul-20 11-Sep-20

Name Total Return Name Total Return

Alpha ITs 39.90% Alpha ITs 31.50%

MSCI World 15.90% MSCI World 14.10%

FTSE All Share 16.00% FTSE All Share 18.50%

19-Oct-20 16-Nov-20

Name Total Return Name Total Return

Alpha ITs 26.80% Alpha ITs 19.60%

MSCI World 13.40% MSCI World 8.40%

FTSE All Share 20.20% FTSE All Share 9.70%

25-Jan-21 22-Feb-21

Name Total Return Name Total Return

Alpha ITs 13.20% Alpha ITs 9.60%

MSCI World 4.20% MSCI World 5.80%

FTSE All Share 5.50% FTSE All Share 5.10%

29-Mar-21

Name Total Return

Alpha ITs 4.40%

MSCI World 2.60%

FTSE All Share 2.30%

Like anyone, I love having strong performance numbers to trumpet. However,
there are two things I also should point out about the performance of the seven
portfolios since we launched the Alpha Investment Trust reports.

The first is that the main aim of the reports is to provide investment ideas for
readers to consider on their individual merits rather than off-the-shelf
portfolios. Aside from anything else, it’s really important for investors to
understand and be comfortable with each of their holdings in order to react well
in times of stress. A so-called behavioural advantage (keeping cool when
markets act crazy) is generally regarded as the key edge private investors have
over professionals.

The second point is that the strategy used by the Alpha IT reports is not a silver
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bullet. It can produce bad results as well as good ones. I can say this with
confidence as I have data from mid-2004 to show how the strategy has
historically worked.

Fortunately, as we’ll see shortly, my data also suggests that while the Alpha
strategy does sometimes have hiccups, overall it produces more value from
good calls than it loses by backing bad ones. However, it is worth illustrating
what the strategy’s bad ideas look like. For investors, there is often a lot more to
learn from studying the things that go wrong than the things that go right.

I am therefore going to break what may be a cardinal rule of newsletter writing
and focus on the very worst performing trust picked from the seven reports so
far: Scottish Mortgage (SMT) from the 27 January report which has lost 9 per
cent compared with the MSCI World index’s 4.2 per cent gain over the same
period.

Amazingly, at the moment it is only one of two picks out of 70 that has produced
a negative total return; again, something a bit too good to set stock by in my
opinion.

My data-driven Alpha strategy looks for both value and momentum from trusts’
shares (details in the next section). When the selection process goes wrong, it is
often at a time when the market has started to react to bad news about the
assets a trust invests in but it is still early days in the pull back. This makes a
trust appear cheap as the rating anticipates worse to come. However,
momentum viewed over the three month period that the strategy assesses may
still look strong. In other words, the trust is cheap for a reason but the
momentum indicator is yet to catch on.

This means the strategy can lead us headlong into big momentum reversals.
This is the key risk of all strategies focused on momentum.

That said, a huge body of evidence from academics and the investment industry
tells us that these periods of pain are vastly outweighed by the benefits of
latching on to winning trends. Indeed, SMT could bounce back strongly. But for
the moment it serves as a very good illustration of what readers should be wary
of from this report.

Incidentally, while the three month period I use to monitor momentum does
make sense to me intuitively (long enough to be meaningful but short enough to
capture new trends early), it is also backed up by academic research. I therefore
see little value in tinkering with it to try to work around the risks of momentum
reversals.

And importantly, as already mentioned, the strategy’s long-term record,
stretching back to mid-2004 points to it generating worthwhile ideas with some
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regularity. In fact, it is tantalisingly close to clocking a 10-fold total return (that
being 900 per cent when expressed in a less guttural way). Another 5 per cent
gain from the current level would do it! Although, by mentioning this I may have
jinxed that ever happening.

Over the near 17 years I have data on the strategy for, the cumulative total
return is 863 per cent based on mid-year reshuffles. That compares with 447
per cent  from the MSCI World index and 221 per cent from the FTSE All Share.
These performance numbers do lack some realism, tough, as they do not
account for dealing charges associated with the reshuffles. If I factor in a
notional 1.5 per cent annual charge to represent dealing costs, the total return
drops to 645 per cent.

Screening rules

The central idea behind the Alpha strategy is to look for trusts displaying an
advantageous mix of value and momentum.

To fairly compare investment trusts with different remits and capital structures,
the screen assesses trusts’ value relative to their one-year average
premium/discount.

This is done using a standardised measure called the Z-score (the number of
“standard deviations” the premium/discount is from the mean average).  A
Z-score can be considered to be pretty cheap at when it gets below -1 (the
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bottom 16 per cent of the range) and extremely cheap at or below -2 (the
bottom 2.5 per cent).

Three-month share price momentum is used as an indicator of sentiment
towards trusts and their recent investment success.

The tables at the end of this report show the top 25 investment trusts based on
a combined ranking of Z-score and momentum. The 10 stock portfolio, which is
what this report focuses on, represents the highest ranking trusts that meet the
following portfolio rules:

● Market capitalisation must be more than £100m.
● No tracker or hedge funds.
● No more than half the portfolio (five out of 10 shares) should have

“niche” themes, and no more than two trusts should have the same niche.
Trusts defined as niche are those focused on non-mainstream asset
classes or sub-sectors, such as private equity, debt, technology and
biotechnology; and those focused on single countries (excluding the UK
and US) or high-risk economic regions such as emerging markets. I also
regard trusts targeting smaller Asian companies as niche, but not
generalist Asian equity  trusts.

● No more than half the portfolio (five out of 10 shares) should be
mainstream trusts of the same type. This rule does not apply to global
funds, but it does to other mainstream themes such as trusts investing in
the UK (large and small companies), Europe, the US or Asia.

● All trusts must trade at a discount to NAV.

There’s no place like home

Since November’s Alpha IT report, UK focused trusts have been a key theme.
The report has particularly highlighted trusts focused on smaller companies and
the value investment style. The same theme is very pronounced this month.
Were it not for the 10 stock portfolio construction rules which limit any one
mainstream theme to 5 out of the ten trust picks, we would have 6 UK trusts.
Standard Life Smaller Companies (SLS) was the trust ruled out on the
technicality (my  backtesting suggests it’s a value-adding technicality over the
long term).

From the perspective of the Alpha IT screening rules, the reason so many
smaller companies trusts are showing up boils down to the simple fact that UK
small caps have been racing ahead but the trusts that invest in them are trading
on unexceptional valuations. The graph on the next page shows just what a
stand out year 2021 has so far been for UK small caps. This is illustrated by the
performance of the FTSE All Small ex. IT index versus the MSCI World index,
S&P 500 and FTSE All Share.
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A key reason for the strong performance of small caps is that they have a lot to
gain from a strong post-pandemic recovery in the UK. Smaller companies tend
to be more domestically focused and sensitive to broader economic conditions
than their larger peers. There are also a fair share of beaten-up value plays in
the smaller companies space which have especially benefited from increased
optimism about freedom from Covid’s clutches - even if the virus is likely not to
be completely vanquished.

And when it comes to recovery, the UK looks a particularly juicy prospect for
investors. On the economic front, it took one of the biggest batterings globally
from Covid, which means a lot of potential recovery upside. Meanwhile the UK
stock market has been shunned by international investors for nearly a decade
for a host of reasons: the European debt crisis; then Brexit; then the fragility of
our consumption-centric economy in the face of lockdowns.

However, one of the reasons that the valuations of UK Small Cap trusts are not
reflecting the improved sentiment evident in the performance of the All Small
index is that there are still doubts about the recovery story. Indeed, fears about
the potential impact of new variants have increased recently, especially as cases
spike in India.

This is a real danger. But there are also real reasons for optimism. As mentioned
in previous reports, the vaccination programme has been a huge success in the
UK and the efficacy of the vaccines is exceeding expectations. Meanwhile, both
businesses and consumers are sitting on lots of cash. Given the importance of
consumption to the UK economy, the potential for a spending splurge could
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have a very beneficial impact. There are also now early signs of encouragement
from recent PMI and retail sales data, both of which were the strongest since
2013; and that’s chiefly just in anticipation of lockdown rules softening.

There has also been better than expected news on the government borrowing,
although this was still £303bn during the fiscal year. However what may be
more significant than a little extra wriggle room, is that talk of enacting austerity
measures to balance the books seems to be dwindling.

Politicians look like they may be embracing the ideas of Modern Monetary
Theory (MMT), especially in the stimulus-happy US, which often leads the way
on economic matters. As a “currency issuer”, MMT’s ideas are ones that the UK
is able to embrace if it wants. Regardless of the arguments for and against MMT,
the more the government leans towards these policies, the stronger the
recovery is likely to be.

One other theme that stands out this month is private equity. There are two
such trusts highlighted by the report. Private equity is regarded as a niche
theme by the 10-trust portfolio rules. That means a maximum of two trusts of
this type are allowed. So we’ve got a full quota.

As with UK small caps, private equity is considered to be a very
economically-sensitive asset class. As private equity trusts are not able to trade
their holdings on a liquid market, it can take a long time for valuation to adjust to
worsening conditions. Some critics of the sector argue that managers tend to
plump up values for too long during challenging times. However, one thing that
does tend to adjust quickly for these investment trusts is the discount on which
shares trade compared with NAV. Historically, private equity trusts have often
proved hugely profitable ways to play recoveries.

Several of the trust picks from this month have featured in previous reports. I
apologise that for some of these trust’s I’ve found little extra to add beyond my
original write up. However, the Alpha strategy takes its cue from the data, come
what may, and the data suggests that while there may be little new to say, there
may still be opportunities to profit.

Asterisks (*) denote that  the author has shares in a trust.

Go to the next page to read about the first trust…
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Rights & Issues*

Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

Rights & Issues RIII £184m 2,445p 1.30% -

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-0.4 -7.30% -6.10% 1.00% -12.50%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

7.50% 17.80% 34.30% 48.70% 24.50% 102.60%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Hill & Smith

Holdings PLC 13

Treatt PLC 13

Vp PLC 9.4

Macfarlane

Group PLC 8.9

Spirax-Sarco

Engineering

PLC 8.9

Electrocompon

ents PLC 6.4

Colefax Group

PLC 6.1

Scapa Group

PLC 5.8

Eleco PLC 2.5

Renold PLC 2.2

Total 76

source: Winterflood Securities/Morningstar

Rights & Issues (RIII) is the Alpha report’s top investment trust pick for a third

month in a row. It has made a solid contribution the previous two times it has
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been highlighted: 7 per cent since the February report and 5 per cent over the

last month.

While little has changed in terms of the investment case, it is worth exploring

what’s making this trust quite so alluring to the screening system. There are

some aspects to why it screens so well that may rather flatter it, although, there

are genuine attractions, too.

The graph below tracks the trust’s price and NAV over the last year. What we

can see is that while share price and NAV per share were about level a year ago,

they have slowly drifted apart over 12 months as runaway NAV growth has

outpaced price performance. The Alpha screen assesses value based on where a

trust’s discounts sits compared with the one-year range. Therefore, it is

unsurprising that the screen is detecting some attractions based on valuation as

well as the strong momentum.

However, it is also not entirely clear whether the last year is representative of

what investors should expect from the  discount. Since the trust changed its

corporate structure in 2016 to allow buybacks the discount gradually narrowed

from over 20 per cent to single figures. However, before the Covid crash the

discount was wider than the average discount we saw in 2020 (about 4.4 per

cent).
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Possibly the elimination of the discount a year ago represented the trust

reaching a new normal thanks to the buyback policy. However, it seems more

likely that the illiquidity of the shares was the main reason as a large number of

loyal shareholders decided to hold on to their shares during the Covid crash,

which caused the discount to temporarily vanish.

So perhaps shares in Rights & Issue may not really be as cheap as the screen

thinks it is.  Nevertheless, the trust has been performing very well since the turn

of the year with a number of the holdings in its concentrated portfolio seeing

exceptional share price gains, such as flavours specialist Treatt which has risen

41 per cent year to date.

An eight minute podcast of the manager talking about the top ten holdings can

also be accessed here: Simon Knott podcast presentation

And here’s the broader investment case as written up in February’s report:

“Rights & Issues investment trust (RIII) is one of those hidden gems that can
sometimes be unearthed in the investment trust sector. Under long-term manager
Simon Knott, who took over the trust’s reins from his dad in 1984 and is also an
international chess master, the trust has grown NAV by 8,127 per cent (from 29p to
2,386p). That’s quite a testament to the power of compounding.

Part of the long-term success comes down to the fact that management costs are kept
very low at about 0.5 per cent. A buy-and-hold philosophy also keeps a lid on dealing
costs. Part of the frugality that keeps charges down involves spending the bare
minimum on marketing. This is a key reason the trust is relatively obscure. The
less-welcome side of obscurity for would-be investors is that the trust’s shares are
hard to buy and sell. Investments of any size need to be built slowly and the spread
between the buying and selling price of the shares can get very wide - buyers beware!
The £100m market cap limit required by the Alpha screening process is meant to
minimise risks relating to “liquidity”, but it is not always sufficient.

Performance over recent years at RIII has been less impressive than the long-term
record, although the trust’s shares have had a knockout month with a tightening of
the discount and NAV fillip resulting in a 12 per cent share price gain.

The trust’s portfolio is highly concentrated with a very pronounced focus on quality
industrials, engineers and chemical companies. Indeed, the portfolio is so
concentrated that much of the credit for the trust’s performance surge last month can
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be attributed to one holding, which at the end of last year accounted for nearly a fifth
of the portfolio: flavouring company Treatt. Treatt gained nearly a quarter in value
after announcing very strong full-year results in late January.

The international nature of many of the trust’s top holdings means it is less of a play
on a UK recovery than one may first assume. What’s more, the recent strengthening
of sterling could be an issue for  some of the investments. However, the portfolio has
already begun to benefit from the recent flurry of takeover activity in the UK. Earlier
this year, top ten holding Scapa received a knock out bid from a US company.

The trust’s board has recently reviewed the trust’s investment policies. It concluded
the portfolio is too concentrated and that Knott should do something about this with
a view to improving performance. Importantly though, the basis of his investment
approach will not change.

The existence of a board is an excellent feature of investment trusts. This can be
hugely beneficial when these experienced directors work constructively with a trust’s
fund manager. There are grounds to hope this will prove the case with the intervention
on portfolio concentration. For one thing, Knott has his interests firmly aligned with
shareholders given a family holding of about 13 per cent of RIII.

There are also noteworthy liquidity risks attached to some of the trust’s large
holdings, especially since many are duplicated in a smaller opened-ended vehicle that
until recently was also run by Knott. So reducing concentration should lower risk and
support the rating of the trust’s shares.

What’s more, previous changes overseen by the board have benefited shareholders, in
particular the decision to change the trust from a split cap structure at the end of
2016. Due to technicalities around corporate structure, this move was necessary to
enable the trust to buy back shares. Having purchased 16.4 per cent of the shares
during the following three years, the discount narrowed from over 20 per cent to low
single digits, where it has stuck. This means the discount does not look like a major
opportunity with this trust pick.

While buybacks are now on hold for the foreseeable future, there is incentive to renew
them if the discount blows out again as a tender offer is triggered should the discount
remain above 10 per cent for too long.

Given Knott is over 60, succession is a consideration. Some comfort can be taken
from the fact that he has a sizable stake in the trust.
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RIT Capital*
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

RIT Capital

Partners RCP £3,824m 2,440p 1.40% 15%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

0.3 -4.50% -5.50% 4.40% -12.90%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

2.50% 21.40% 27.90% 43.80% 31.50% 59.90%

Asset Allocation

Name % Port

Quoted Equity -

Long 40

Quoted Equity -

Hedge 10

Absolute

Return & Credit 22

Private

Investments -

Funds 17

Private

Investments -

Direct 10

Real Assets 2

Other

Investments 1

source: Winterflood Securities/Trust, 28 Feb

RIT Capital (RCP) is another old friend of this report. It was highlighted in

February and has been one of the star performers from that month, racking up

the second highest total return at 14.9 per cent (we’ll also be reacquainting

ourselves with the best performing trust from that report, Aberforth Smaller

Companies, a bit later).
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A key attraction of RIT at the time of the last report was the discount which

stood at nearly 7 per cent. While this does not sound particularly wide, it needs

to be seen in the context of the longer-term valuation history, as RCP routinely

traded at a premium to NAV prior to the Covid crash.

At 4.5 per cent the discount is now narrower but still looks noteworthy

compared with the 9 per cent average premium the shares commanded in the

three calendar years to the end of 2019 (i.e. before the Covid sell off).

I’m actually surprised we have not seen more discount narrowing since

February as RCP has had an absolute belter. The reason for the knockout

performance really highlights a core attraction of the trust, too.

Much of the trust’s gains have been the result of the IPO of its largest private

holding: an internet retail company called Coupang, which has been dubbed the

Amazon of South Korea. Following Coupang’s listing in New York, the shares

“popped” an astronomical 41 per cent. They have dipped back a little since. This

one event was estimated to boost NAV by over 8 per cent.

What the listing highlights about RCP is its ability to get in on good deals due to

its long-standing reputation and network of contacts in the investment industry.

Other moves since February  include news that RCP has invested in a leading,

private crypto currency exchange called Kraken. Kraken is believed to be

considering its own IPO next year following the recent float of rival Coinbase.

RCP has also continued to buyback shares to address the discount, although

purchases have been modest. What follows is the broader investment case for

the trust as set out in the February report:

“RIT Capital Partners (RCP) is a wealth preservation trust. This means it aims to
grow the value of its investments whilst avoiding major losses. The ownership of the
trust is particularly interesting in this regard.

The family of Lord Rothschild owns just over a fifth of the shares and the investment
philosophy can be regarded as in keeping with this major stakeholders’ objectives.
Indeed, Lord Rothschild both founded and managed the trust for many years before
he finally stepped down from the board and the role of chairman at the end of
September 2019 following a lengthy succession process. The octogenarian
banking-dynasty scion remains honorary president.
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Many regard an investment in RCP as being akin to buying into what is known as a
family office (a private investment business set up to manage the money of the uber
rich). RCP spreads its investments across equities, debt investments, hedging
strategies and private equity. The trust’s size and connections means it gets access to
many deals that others can’t.

As far as this screen is concerned, the trust primarily stands out for its share price
performance, but despite the relatively modest Z-score, I feel the shares look fairly
interesting based on the discount too.

Indeed, while RCP’s current discount may not look exceptional in the context of the
last year (the period taken into account when calculating the Z-score), it compares
with the premium rating attached to the shares for several years prior to 2020.
Indeed, based on Morningstar data the average premium through 2019 was  about
10 percent.

I can think of two reasons why the discount has blown out and also two reasons why
this may now start to reverse.

One reason for the discount to be wide - almost a philosophical one - is down the
simple fact that it is allowed to exist in the first place. This needs some explanation.

The discount or premium a trust  trades at to NAV represents an opportunity for
investors but also a risk. At times of stress in markets that risk often becomes very
apparent with trusts racking up share price falls well in excess of NAV falls. For a trust
which promises to limit risk, such as RCP, this can be a very unsettling feature. That’s
particularly the case if the shares have been on a premium rating and therefore have a
lot of scope to devalue.

For RCP shareholders in 2020, this meant seeing their “wealth preservation” holding
drop by 36 per cent from the start of the year to the market’s March nadir. To put that
in context, the performance was significantly worse than the 22 percent drop
recorded by the MSCI World Index, or even its peak-to-trough fall of 26 per cent. This
may have made some think twice about the attractions of the trust, which could have
caused the discount to persist. Maybe the absence of Lord Rothschild at the helm also
added to anxieties.

The other reason for the persistence of the discount could simply be down to the fact
that it makes less sense to hold a wealth preservation trust when markets are
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recovering strongly. By their nature, such trust’s limit the upside in rising markets, as
this goes hand in hand with protecting against downside. Indeed, during the recovery
from the great financial crisis, RCP began to move to a discount in 2012. The
discount got to its widest in 2013 during which it averaged 8 per cent. The valuation
then crept back into line with NAV through 2014.

Interestingly, one of the reasons to be optimistic about the discount tightening again is
that RCP is now doing exactly what it did during this last period of discount widening;
it is buying back its own shares. For the first time since 2013, RCP bought in stock in
October and it has continued to do so since. Buying back shares at a discount has the
virtue of boosting a trust’s NAV as well as creating demand.

The other reasons why the discount may not be too long lived is that NAV
performance has actually been pretty good, especially when compared to share price
performance. Based on the trust’s monthly disclosures, the maximum drop in NAV in
2020 was a little less than 10 per cent. What’s more, the recovery has been strong
with NAV at the end of March this year almost 16 per cent higher than it was at the
start of 2020 (i.e. before markets began to fall).

For most investors, RCP is best regarded as a long-term holding so it makes sense to
be a buyer when the discount looks wide by historical standards. That said, given one
of the reasons to hold a wealth preservation trust is to provide sanity at times of
emotional stress caused by volatility, the lack of a formal discount-control policy is a
noteworthy negative. The past 12 months should have reminded investors of this.
Looking through to NAV is all well and good, but it doesn’t quite compare to looking at
big red figures on a statement from a stock broker! Some other wealth preservation
trusts such as Personal Assets and Capital Gearing do offer a discount control feature.
Discounts aside, RCP has a lot going for it in this corner of the investment trust
sector.”

Go to the next page to read about the next trust…
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BMO Capital & Income
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

BMO Capital &

Income BCI £344m 321p 3.60% 6%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-0.1 -0.20% -0.10% 6.40% -3.70%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

5.90% 11.30% 27.60% 35.90% 10.50% 45.10%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

OSB Group PLC 5.7

Rio Tinto PLC 4.6

Intermediate

Capital Group

PLC 4.6

Diageo PLC 3.7

Legal & General

Group PLC 3.7

Countryside

Properties PLC 3.5

Unilever PLC 3.1

Phoenix Group

Holdings PLC 3

Secure Income

REIT PLC 2.8

AstraZeneca

PLC 2.8

Total 37

source: Winterflood Securities/Morningstar
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BMO Capital & Income (BCI) represents a solid, core UK equity income

holding. Its manager, Julian Cane, has been at the helm since 1997 and the trust

has an impressive record of outperforming the FTSE All Share index on a total

return basis. Gearing (borrowing money to buy shares) is used to help enhance

the performance. Still, the years when the trust has underperformed in falling

markets have not tended to be too bad over the last decade.

The manager focuses on buying businesses with barriers to entry and strong

cash flow characteristics in order to produce solid income from which to pay the

trust’s dividend. The portfolio has become more concentrated over the last year,

slimming down from about 70 holding to closer to 50. Overall NAV

performance during the  market tumult was not too bad with a 15.9 per cent

negative total return in 2020 compared with negative 13.4 per cent from the

market. However, the trust has encountered other issues connected with its

income mandate.

Income generated by BCI’s portfolio took a 36 per cent hit as a result of

Covid-related dividend cuts according to research firm Kepler.  Nevertheless,

the trust, no doubt mindful of a track record of having increased the dividend

every year since 1992, decided to hike its payout anyway. The trust’s cash flow

statements for the year to the end of September 2020, which takes in some but

not all of the period affected by wide-spread dividend cuts, showed a short fall

of £1.4m between dividends received and the £12m paid out.

The pressure will now be on to make up the dividend shortfall before so-called

revenue reserves run out. I personally think this is silly and unnecessary (see my

rant below for my reasoning). However, from a prosaic viewpoint, investors tend

to place a great deal in a trust’s dividend track record branding such trusts

things like “dividend heroes”.

Investors’ love of dividends helps explain the premium rating the trust has

historically commanded. The average premium has ranged between 1 to 3 per

cent over the last five calendar years. As such, the current small discount offers

some potential valuation upside, but probably not a great deal.

The recent resurgence in value stocks and the recovery narrative explored in

the introduction should also suit the manager’s investment style.
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***RANT ALERT***

There is something that fundamentally bothers me about the

investment-trust world’s obsession with dividend records. At the outset I

should say that the majority of people seem to be fine with equity income

trusts, so please allow yourself to be cynical.

That said, it is fairly uncontroversial to point out that investors should always

regard performance on a total return basis (the increase in the value of

holdings plus the income those holdings produce). It is total return that

changes in one’s wealth is based on and not income or share price in isolation.

I  feel managers should always try to maximise total return in the best way

they can without being bound by the need to generate a certain level of

dividend income. If shareholders want a managed redistribution of capital,

this can be achieved through the return of a percentage of NAV, for example.

This is the policy adopted by a number of JP Morgan trusts, which label

themselves enhanced-income trusts.

It is worth bearing in mind that a dividend payment from a trust in any form is,

from a common-sense perspective, a redistribution of capital. Were the

money not doled out it would be reinvested into the portfolio to enhance total

return through the wonderful power of compounding.

The real rub is that I cannot see the advantage in managers being required to

generate an arbitrary level of dividend income from their portfolios in order

to pay a higher dividend than whatever was paid last year. The evidence

regarding what creates a successful dividend-focused investment strategy

suggests it is not about  juicing out a given amount of income from one’s

holdings.

The valuable thing about targeting companies with strong dividend records

and shares offering an attractive dividend yield is not the level of income that

they produced. Rather, companies with these characteristics are often boring

and unglamourous, but consistent and financially sound businesses. The

market has a tendency to undervalue this type of situation meaning they

generate good total returns. The dividend itself can be seen as simply a
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marker for this type of situation rather than a prize investors should be going

for. This is a very important distinction.

If fund managers are pushed towards targeting high dividend yields merely to

fulfil an income brief, then they are more likely to end up buying so-called

value traps (shares that underperform because they are cheap for a reason).

This risk is especially acute when there has been a major dividend reset in the

market as we saw last year. Many of the cuts from British dividend “stalwarts”,

such as BT, were made by mature companies where dividend-policies looked

overly aggressive. So hopes of a quick bounce back may prove wishful

thinking.

The company structure commonly used by investment trusts allows them to

pay dividends from capital (selling holdings rather than handing out dividend

income received that year) based on the amount of dividends received in

previous years that were previously not paid out. This amount is referred to

as a trust’s “revenue reserves” (there is another structure that does not

impose the limitation of “revenue reserves” which JP Morgan’s enhanced

income trusts take advantage of).

As a  trust’s “revenue reserves” dwindle, the pressure mounts on the fund’s

manager to reach for  dividend yield from holdings rather than focus on total

return. This makes no sense to me. It threatens to lead managers away from

the real point of dividend-focused investing; buying unglamourous but

consistent companies that the market is undervaluing.

As mentioned at the outset, many people don’t seem to share my view and

you may be one. However, I take comfort from the fact that at least one other

person whose common-sense investment views I have great respect for does

agree, fund manager Terry Smith. Here’s a link to a piece he wrote on the

subject in 2018: Who needs equity income?

This is a link to a longer piece on total returns by a far-lesser authority (me)

written last year: Kick the dividend habit

*** RANT OVER***
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BMO Private Equity
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

BMO Private

Equity BPET £295m 399p 4.00% 23%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

0.6 -17.20% -22.70% 0.80% -40.90%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

30.40% 28.30% 38.10% 12.10% 30.60% 101.10%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Dotmatics

Co-investment 9.6

Sigma 3.7

Inflexion

Strategic

Partners 3.7

Coretrax 3.2

Ashtead 2.8

Aliante Equity 3 2.7

Ambio 2.7

August Equity

Partners IV 2.6

STAXS

Co-investment 2.5

Pet Network 2.4

Total 36

source: Winterflood Securities/Trust 31 Dec 2020

One of the great things about investment trusts is that they provide a very

sensible structure through which to hold illiquid assets, such as private equity.

The reason for this is that capital is locked in. If investors want out, they just
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have to sell the shares and the fund’s manager is not forced to liquidate holdings

to enable the exit. Forced selling of illiquid assets to satisfy withdrawals can

result in funds getting terrible prices for their holdings.

However, when shares are sold at times of market panic and there are few

buyers around, the bad sentiment is reflected in a widening of the shares’

discount to NAV.

This tends to be particularly pronounced for private equity.

One of the reasons for this is that the lack of a ready market for private equity

holdings makes valuations opaque. Private companies also tend to be more

economically sensitive as they are often businesses at an early stage of their

lives or have been loaded up with debt by private equity owners in the hope of

supercharging returns. Often the industry is accused of not marking down the

value of its investments aggressively enough. Whatever the truth, the discounts

of private equity investment trusts generally have to move a very long way to

price in investors' fears.

This was certainly the case with the discount of BMO Private Equity (BPET)

following the Covid-crash. Indeed, the shares’ discount to NAV has been over

40 per cent in the last year.

However, full-year results last month give significant reason to think life is not

as bad as the market had first assumed. Perhaps this should not have come as

too much of a surprise given the trust’s portfolio has a significant weighting

towards technology (15 per cent of the portfolio) and healthcare (21 per cent).

A number of disposal were completed last year at very credible valuations. But

perhaps most significantly, a sale has been agreed for the trust’s largest holding,

Dotmatics (the sale may actually be complete by now although the holding is

still listed in the accompanying table above).

This one deal provided a 9 per cent boost to NAV and came at a near 300 per

cent premium to the value the trust had previously assigned to its holding.

Given Dotmatics provides software to the scientific research and

pharmaceutical sector, the backdrop of a health crisis actually helped highlight

its attractions.

In all, BPET achieved a 23 per cent increase in NAV during 2020, all of which

was attributable to the performance in the final quarter of the year. This
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arguably displays the attractions of the manager’s focus on getting exposure to

investments at an early stage of development.

The other benefit of recent disposals that may calm investors’ nerves is that

sales proceeds will improve the trust’s liquidity (cash on hand).  The reason this

is important is that private equity funds tend to make future funding

commitments when they initially back other investment funds (about two thirds

of BPET’s portfolio) or partner with other players through co-investments (the

other third of the portfolio). If investors have cause to worry about a fund’s

ability to raise money from disposals, then they also have cause to worry about

the fund’s ability to cover future commitments.

That has especially been a concern with BPET given the relatively high 23 per

cent gearing (net borrowing as a percentage of NAV). BPET has follow-on

funding commitments of £125m, although £21m of that is unlikely to be called

up.

Disposals also underpin BPET’s ability to meet its promise of returning 4 per

cent of NAV per year through dividends.

The 17 per cent discount could offer further upside from here. The average

discount was 11 per cent in 2019 and just 6 per cent the year before that. Still,

the inherent nervousness investors tend to have about private equity trusts

means wide discounts can persist. So the strength of the global post-pandemic

recovery and any further realisations are likely to be significant factors.

Go to the next page to read about the next trust…
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Mercantile
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

Mercantile MRC £2,145m 271p 2.50% 12%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

0.4 -7.30% -8.70% -2.20% -19.10%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

5.70% 13.40% 33.80% 53.10% 40.10% 88.60%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Games

Workshop

Group PLC 3.8

Computacenter

PLC 3.6

Bellway PLC 3.5

Softcat PLC 3.1

Intermediate

Capital Group

PLC 2.9

Dunelm Group

PLC 2.8

Spirax-Sarco

Engineering

PLC 2.7

Countryside

Properties PLC 2.7

Polymetal

International

PLC 2.6

B&M European

Value Retail SA 2.4

Total 30

source: Winterflood Securities/Morningstar
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Mercantile (MRC) is a UK mid cap investor with a tilt towards growth stocks.

However, the kind of growth stocks it targets were not solely the types that

proved all the rage last year. Indeed, the trust modestly underperformed its

index during 2020.

A key reason for this modest underperformance was that alongside some of the

trust’s large holdings such as Games Workshop and Computacenter, which

enjoyed stellar runs in 2020, it also held on to stocks that had a much worse

time. This includes the likes of airport caterer SPP and WH Smith that also has a

strong presence in travel hubs. In fact, the manager showed support for these

businesses by backing rights issues.

While this was painful at the time, if a strong recovery comes through the

patience may now be set to pay off. The trust is confident that the recovery will

be powerful in the UK for many of the reasons explored in the introduction of

this report. What’s more, the manager, Guy Anderson, points to the need for

significant re-stocking as the recovery kicks in which could prove a particular

benefit to the trust holdings in the industrial space. This is the largest sector

exposure for the trust’s portfolio accounting for 26 per cent of holdings.

Gearing is being used (borrowing money to buy shares) to back the recovery

bet with the current level standing at 12 per cent. That compares with a

maximum allowed level of 20 per cent and a limit on cash as a percentage of the

portfolio of 10 per cent.

Anderson managed the trust for a good chunk of time (9 years), it has a solid

long-term performance record against its index and peers, and the portfolio

offers investors diversity with about 80 holdings. That said, Anderson was

co-managing with a senior colleague, Martin Hudson, until 2019 in what was

effectively a protracted succession.

The current discount to NAV does not look like it offers a major opportunity

based on the long-term discount history. However, if the recovery story does

play out, then there is a potential for it to tighten further. For example, the trust

briefly moved to a premium when the market became jubilant about the UK’s

prospects following the agreement of the Brexit deal. However, prior to that the

discount stood in the mid-double figures for several years.
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Brunner
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

Brunner BUT £402m 942p 2.10% 6%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

0.2 -13.20% -13.90% -2.20% -20.00%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

5.10% 10.80% 18.80% 27.10% 35.40% 97.30%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Microsoft Corp 4.7

UnitedHealth

Group Inc 3.8

Taiwan

Semiconductor

Manufacturing

Co Ltd ADR 3.6

The Cooper

Companies Inc 3.1

Agilent

Technologies

Inc 3

Roche Holding

AG 3

Munchener

Ruckversicheru

ngs-Gesellschaf

t AG 3

Accenture PLC

Class A 2.9

Visa Inc Class A 2.8

The Estee 2.6
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Lauder

Companies Inc

Class A

Total 33

source: Winterflood Securities/Morningstar

Global generalist investment trust Brunner was highlighted in November last

year by the Alpha IT report. If I am honest, which I was at the time, I found it

hard to find anything very exciting about the trust.

Don’t get me wrong, it’s a decent enough fund with a decent enough track

record, but nothing really stood out for me to suggest investors would get real

bang for their buck. While I’m often wrong, that assessment has largely turned

out to be true over the intervening months with the shares performing a little

better than the MSCI World index, helped by the discount narrowing from 14.8

per cent to 13.2 per cent.

However, something noteworthy has changed recently, and it may help Brunner

shares’ discount to NAV narrow significantly. Firstly, there has been some

significant buying by activist investors. Last week investment trust activist 1607

Capital Partners emerged with a 6.2 per cent stake, having previously been

below the 3 per cent disclosure level. Still below the disclosure level, another

activist, Wells Capital Management, has also been picking up shares this year

and holds a 1.7 per cent stake according to FactSet data.

The shares that have ended up in activist hands appear to have come from

Aviva. The investment giant has just completed aggressively selling down a

position that stood at about 18 per cent in early November. The discount has

held up remarkably considering Aviva’s share sales. Hats off to the trust’s board

which has been putting significant effort into marketing. And now, the absence

of selling pressure from Aviva and the presence of activists could see an

improvement in the valuation from here.

One thing the activists could do is to encourage the board to use its buyback

powers which it has not done since 2017. Before the Covid-crash the trust’s

shares spent some time trading at a low single-digit discount.
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While the trust has issued final results since I last wrote about it in November,

aside from the above comments, the core investment case is largely the same

now. Here’s my comment from that report:

“While Brunner (BUT) does not exactly stand out among its global generalist peers,
the trust has done a decent job over the years. It is also a trust that can tout a long
dividend growth record. While it has continued to increase the payout this year, how
sensible this will prove to be in the long-term will depend on the extent to which
companies that have cut payouts during the crisis reinstate them. However, the trust’s
yield does not look too demanding at less than 3 per cent.

The trust’s manager, Allianz, has recently reorganised its global investment team and
Brunner has a new lead manager in Matthew Tillett. However, Mr Tillett is considered
to offer continuity with the management approach of the woman he’s replaced, Lucy
MacDonald.

The trust has been moving its portfolio away from the UK for several years with less
than a fifth of holdings now heralding from the London market compared with about
half in back in 2004. The company has also refinanced expensive fixed borrowings,
which should help improve returns. The interest on this locked-in debt has fallen from
9 per cent to 3 per cent. The trust also has a large family holding with 29 per cent of
the shares in the hands of the eponymous Brunners.

In all, the discount looks reasonably attractive. All the same, as a fund it doesn’t seem
to massively stand out except for the dividend record. However, given any fund can
increase dividends by dipping into capital, there may be cause for a wider
reassessment at some point.”

Go to the next page to read about the next trust...
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Aberforth Smaller Companies*
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

Aberforth

Smaller Cos ASL £1,349m 1,520p 2.20% 5%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

0.7 -5.70% -8.40% -0.40% -17.00%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

3.30% 26.00% 68.90% 84.60% 19.70% 69.90%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Reach PLC 4.2

Wincanton PLC 3.1

FirstGroup PLC 2.6

Morgan

Advanced

Materials PLC 2.5

Mitchells &

Butlers PLC 2.5

Just Group PLC 2.5

TI Fluid

Systems PLC 2.4

Vitec Group

(The) PLC 2.3

Redde

Northgate PLC 2.3

Robert Walters

PLC 2.3

Total 27

source: Winterflood Securities/Morningstar

Readers who have followed the Alpha reports since January may be familiar

with Aberforth Smaller Companies (ASL). Indeed, they may even have made
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some rather good money from its shares. It was the star performer of both the

January and February trust picks delivering total returns of 29.4 per cent and

19.1 per cent respectively. Essentially, ASL is a go to trust for UK small cap

value. And increasingly UK small cap value is a go to asset class for investors,

both international and domestic.

The discount of 5.7 per cent has come in from the near 9 per cent it stood at

when we met the trust in January. From a historical perspective, the current

discount looks quite tight, but if NAV continues to storm ahead and recovery

enthusiasm reasserts itself, we could see the valuation improve further still.

The trust has reported full-year results since I first wrote about it but the broad

investment case remains the same. This is what I said in January with a few

updated bits of information from the full year results added in [square

brackets]:

“Aberforth Smaller Companies (ASL) is a dedicated follower of a value investment
style.  It runs a diversified portfolio of about 80 stocks. The investments are overseen
by a well resourced team of 7 managers who work to try to identify companies that
are valued at below their “intrinsic value”. In general, this style of investment has been
doing very badly for over a decade. However, it performed strongly in the final 3
months of 2020 as vaccine hopes saw money rush into the type of beaten-up,
economy-sensitive plays that make up much of ASL’s portfolio.

It’s of note that last year the trust boosted its “gearing”. Gearing refers to the ability of
a trust to borrow money to get extra exposure to anticipated market upside (downside
if the trust has made a bad call). At the end of December gearing stood at 6.1 per
cent. Research firm Kepler Trust Intelligence makes this only the fourth time in the
trust’s three decade history that it has taken on noteworthy gearing. [This was well

timed and gearing is now at 5 per cent].

The portfolio displays some classic “value” skews, such as its low exposure to the
technology sector. Perhaps more surprisingly, it also has low exposure to commodity
plays. This has meant missing out on the recent strong performance of this part of the
market where many other value investors have fairly large positions.

The portfolio also includes plays on structurally challenged businesses, which the
managers think have been oversold even based on their poor prospects. These are the
type of investments Warren Buffett famously referred to as “cigar butts”; almost dead
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but with one last drag left for a committed ashtray surfer. [Full-year results

reported] “structural victims” at [16  per cent] of the portfolio.

All in all, the trust offers a sensible take on small cap value and the management team
is respected in the industry. The gearing that has been taken on looks interesting.
Should optimism about the UK’s economic prospects return, the portfolio looks well
placed. There is also potential for the… discount to narrow based on the experience of
the last 3 months,  during which it briefly got below 1 per cent.”

Go to the next page to read about the next trust...
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BlackRock Smaller Companies*
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

BlackRock

Smaller Cos BRSC £922m 1,888p 1.70% 9%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

0.5 -4.40% -6.20% 2.30% -16.20%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

7.50% 15.10% 43.00% 57.20% 46.50% 135.20%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

YouGov PLC 2.5

Watches of

Switzerland

Group PLC 2.5

Ergomed PLC 2

Treatt PLC 2

Grafton Group

PLC 2

Stock Spirits

Group PLC 2

Impax Asset

Management

Group PLC 1.9

IntegraFin

Holdings PLC 1.9

IG Design

Group PLC 1.9

Calisen PLC

Ordinary

Shares 1.9

Total 21

source: Winterflood Securities/Morningstar
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BlackRock Smaller Companies (BRSC) is another go to UK smaller companies

trust but of a different ilk to the Aberforth Smaller Companies (ASL) trust.

Whereas ASL does value, BRSC does quality growth. BRSC also featured

alongside ASL in the January report and has delivered a 15.7 total return since

then. Unsurprisingly, given momentum has been on the side of value so far this

year, BRSC has performed less well than ASL. It has still had a jolly good run on

the back of the strong performance of UK small caps in general.

Since the trust’s appearance in the January report, it  announced it will put

forward a vote at its June annual general meeting to remove a cap that limits

exposure to Aim shares to half the portfolio. Growth from the trust’s Aim

holdings have taken exposure close to the limit. The manager is worried he will

be curtailed from participating in promising new IPOs and from running winners

should the cap remain in place.

Given the “does-what-it-says-on-the-tin” billing I gave this trust when I wrote

about it in January, it would seem reassuring that nothing else significant seems

to have changed since then. It’s not that I want to short change readers by

repeating past commentary, it’s just that many trusts are pretty boring so the

central investment case does not change quickly. If you ask me, that’s normally

the sign of a good thing. Here’s what I wrote about BRSC at the start of the

year:

“BlackRock Smaller Companies (BRSC) offers well-diversified (over 100 holdings)
exposure to quality, smaller company growth plays. This is something of a
“does-what-it-says-on-the-tin” investment trust. That’s no bad thing, but it means
there is little that leaps out as being particularly exciting about this trust at the
moment. That is not to say it won’t do well.

The trust’s manager, Roland Arnold, plays a pretty good hand at generating the kind of
returns one would expect from his quality growth approach. The trust is one of the
sector's better performers over 5, 3 and 1 years. Although, it has been outgunned by
its stable mate BlackRock Throgmorton, which is able to use CFDs to short shares
(bet on share prices falling).

BlackRock Smaller Companies has also unsurprisingly underperformed more
value-focused rivals over recent months as sentiment has swung in their favour. That
said, the trust has done a decent job at keeping up with the small cap index over the
period. “
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Middlefield Canadian Income
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

Middlefield

Canadian Inc

Trusts MCT £106m 100p 5.10% -

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-0.1 -13.90% -13.80% -6.20% -19.90%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

1.90% 8.30% 24.10% 31.60% 27.80% 62.90%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Parkland Fuel

Corp 4.1

Cash And Cash

Equivalents 4.1

AT&T Inc 3.9

JPMorgan

Chase & Co 3.9

Northland

Power Inc 3.7

Blackstone

Group Inc 3.4

Pembina

Pipeline Corp 3.3

Canadian

Natural

Resources Ltd 3.2

Granite Real

Estate

Investment

Trust Shs of

Granite Real

Estate Inc + 1

TU 3.2
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Gibson Energy

Inc 3.1

Total 36

source: Winterflood Securities/Morningstar

The sense of deja vu continues in this report (don’t worry the final trust pick

coming up next is all new!). Middlefield Canadian (MCT) was one of the trusts

to appear among a host of North American picks last month.

Since last month broker Investec has published a useful note outlining an

interesting case for Canadian equities. The broker points out that the valuation

of Canadian equities versus US equities has moved from a 20 per cent premium

in 2011 to a 20 per cent discount now.  Given some recent signs of a rotation

away from US stocks, Investec reckons this could set the Canadian market up

for a period of outperformance. It notes that when a similar discount between

Canada and the US existed in 2001, Canadian equities went on to enjoy a

decade of outperformance.

However, on the flip side there have been a number of comments recently that

the Canadian housing market could be overheating, including a warning from

the country’s biggest lender, Royal Bank of Canada. That could be a reason for

nervousness given MCT has about two thirds of its portfolio in Real Estate and

Financials.

This was my comment last month:

“While Middlefield Canadian (MCT) does have about a tenth of its portfolio invested
in US stocks, it is principally a Canadian affair. The shares also offer a very high yield
at just over 5 per cent. Dividend payments from companies in the portfolio held up
pretty well during the pandemic. The trust’s own payout is about 90 per cent covered
with the fund manager expecting it to become fully covered again by 2022.

The hunt for high-yielding stocks takes the trust into some classic value areas. The
portfolio, which generally aims to hold 40 to 70 shares, has significant exposure to
financials and real estate. The sectors each account for about 30 per cent of the
portfolio.  The trust sees Canadian banks as reliable dividend payers and earnings
have recently beaten expectations. What’s more, rising interest rates are a big plus for
this sector and performance from these holdings has been very strong recently.
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The real estate sector has also been storming ahead recently with Canadian Reits
gaining 4.9 per cent in February. Alongside in-vogue e-commerce plays the trust has
built up positions last year in more out-of-favour cyclical areas such as retail property.
The focus here has been on higher quality opportunities where rent collection has
remained strong.

The other big theme in the portfolio is renewables where the trust sees lots of
long-term potential. This sector is about another 15 per cent of the portfolio.

The trust makes significant use of gearing with borrowings relative to NAV standing at
18.5 per cent at the end of February. This can be a major plus when investments
move in the desired direction as they have done for Middlefield recently, although the
reverse is true when markets fall.

But following relatively disappointing returns compared with its North American
investment trust peers for some years, the wind appears to be in the trust’s sails.
Indeed, while the shares 13.5 per cent [now 13.9 per cent] discount to NAV does not
look exceptional compared with the last five years, recent performance does.

That activist name that is becoming a familiar feature of this report, 1607 Capital,
also has a stake in Middlefield which recently fell to just below the 12 per cent level.”

Go to the next page to find out about the next trust...
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HarbourVest Global Private Equity
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

HarbourVest

Global PrivEq HVPE £1,629m 2,040p - 0%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

0.3 -20.40% -22.60% -13.40% -41.60%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

1.00% 10.00% 19.60% 53.40% 67.50% 121.70%

Sector exposure

Name % Port

Tech &

Software 28

Consumer 15

Medical &

Biotech 14

Business

Services 12

Financials 12

Ind & Trans 10

Media &

Telecom 5

Energy &

Cleantech 4

source: Winterflood Securities/Trust, 31 Jul 2020

Harbourvest is the second of this report’s two private equity picks. The trust

offers its investors very diverse exposure through investments in a range of

different managers that target different asset classes and regions.

The trust is starting to look more sure footed again after the outlook became

clouded by uncertainty during the Covid crisis. The early stages of the pandemic

saw a spike in pre-agreed cash calls from the managers Harbourvest backs. This
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quickly moderated though and a slow down in cash returns that accompanied

the early phase of the crisis also reversed.

In March the group was able to report on valuation to the end of 2020 for most

of its portfolio. This resulted in an impressive 9 per cent fillip to NAV for the

month. And NAV is up by 12 per cent in the year to date.

The discount looks wide in absolute terms but it is not unusually stretched for

this trust. Last year, at the point of peak stress, the discount pushed out to over

40 per cent. Still the diverse approach means the portfolio could provide a good

way to play the broader recovery theme.

Go to the next page for extra data tables...
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DETAILED REPORT PERFORMANCE BREAKDOWN*
*from close on day of publication to 21 Apr

20-Jul-20 11-Sep-20

Name TIDM Total Return Name TIDM Total Return

Alpha ITs - 39.90% Alpha ITs - 31.50%

MSCI World - 15.90% MSCI World - 14.10%

FTSE All Share - 16.00% FTSE All Share - 18.50%

TRUST PICKS TRUST PICKS

Baillie Giff US
Grth USA 48.60%

JPMorgan
Indian JII 17.90%

TR European
Grth TRG 66.70% Pacific Assets PAC 21.40%

JPMorgan US
Sm Co JUSC 51.50%

Fidelity Asian
Values FAS 41.90%

Henderson
Eurotrust HNE 15.20%

JPMorgan Emg
Mkt JMG 27.00%

Henderson
Eur.Focus Tst. HEFT 21.80%

Asia Dragon
Trust DGN 26.80%

Fidelity China
Spstn. FCSS 39.00%

Schdr.An.Tor.In
v. ATR 25.70%

Jupiter US Sm
Co JUS 46.80%

Scottish
Mortgage SMT 27.30%

AVI Global AGT 40.80%
Herald
Investment HRI 43.60%

European
Assets Trust EAT 35.70%

European
Assets Trust EAT 30.90%

JPMorgan Eur.
Sm Co JESC 32.90%

Blackrock
World Mng. BRWM 52.30%

19-Oct-20 16-Nov-20

Name TIDM Total Return Name TIDM Total Return

Alpha ITs - 26.80% Alpha ITs - 19.60%

MSCI World - 13.40% MSCI World - 8.40%

FTSE All Share - 20.20% FTSE All Share - 9.70%

TRUST PICKS TRUST PICKS

Standard Life
Uk Sm.Cos. SLS 16.90%

Aurora
Investment ARR 13.20%

Pacific Assets PAC 12.00%
Artemis Alpha
Trust ATS 23.80%
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Fidelity Asian
Values FAS 36.30%

Invesco
Perp.Uk
Smcos. IPU 27.70%

Independent
Inv Trst IIT 32.50%

Invesco Asia
Trust IAT 20.30%

Aurora
Investment ARR 38.30%

Strategic Equity
Cap. SEC 36.90%

AVI Global AGT 33.80%
Std.Lf.Inv.Pr.Inc
.Tst. SLI 5.60%

JPMorgan US
Sm Co JUSC 37.10%

Brunner
Investment
Trust BUT 9.60%

BMO
Commercial
Prop BCPT 33.00%

CC Japan
Inc&Grth CCJI 12.50%

JPMorgan
Indian JII 12.10%

Fidelity Asian
Values FAS 27.50%

CC Japan
Inc&Grth CCJI 15.60%

Blackrock
Frontiers BRFI 18.70%

25-Jan-21 22-Feb-21

Name TIDM Total Return Name TIDM Total Return

Alpha ITs - 13.20% Alpha ITs - 9.60%

MSCI World - 4.20% MSCI World - 5.80%

FTSE All Share - 5.50% FTSE All Share - 5.10%

TRUST PICKS TRUST PICKS

Aberforth
Smcos. ASL 29.40%

Rights & Issues
It. RIII 7.00%

Temple Bar TMPL 22.80%
Schroder
Orntl.Inc.Fd. SOI 4.00%

Murray Intl. MYI 9.60%
Avi Global
Trust AGT 11.70%

Merchants
Trust MRCH 15.50%

Polar Capital
Tech.Tst. PCT 0.10%

Templeton
Emrg.Mkts.It. TEM -1.20%

Jpmorgan
Claverhouse JCH 11.00%

Blackrock
Smcos.Tst. BRSC 15.70%

Rit Capital
Partners RCP 14.70%

Henderson
Smaller Cos. HSL 20.70%

North Atlantic
Smcos. NAS 5.80%

Std.Lf.Inv.Pr.Inc
.Tst. SLI 14.70%

Tr European
Growth TRG 10.20%
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AVI Global AGT 13.80%

Invesco
Perp.Uk
Smcos. IPU 12.20%

Scottish
Mortgage SMT -8.90%

Aberforth
Smcos. ASL 19.10%

29-Mar-21

Name TIDM Total Return

Alpha ITs - 4.40%

MSCI World - 2.60%

FTSE All Share - 2.30%

TRUST PICKS

Rights & Issues
It. RIII 5.00%

Nippon Active
Value Fund NAVF 0.70%

Henderson
Intl.Inc.Tst. HINT 4.00%

Invesco
Perp.Uk
Smcos. IPU 10.30%

Jpmorgan
American It. JAM 5.00%

North American
Inc.Tst. NAIT 4.10%

North Atlantic
Smcos. NAS 4.30%

Middlefield
Cdn.Inc. MCT 2.50%

Vietnam
Enter.Inv. VEIL 7.30%

Gab.Value Plus
+ Trust GVP 0.60%

Full April 2021 Top 25 trusts and 10 trust ‘portfolio’ on next page...
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